Office
THE OFFICE E92 PARTITION WALLS

The OFFICE E92 partition walls modern working and living culture

The OFFICE E92 partition wall system offers easy and
practical solutions for arranging or rearranging bigger
office spaces into confined but clear and appealing work
units.
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The OFFICE E92 partition walls are defined by quality and a modern
design. They enable fast and easy rearranging of spaces, depending
on wishes and needs, which are dictated by the modern way of doing
business.
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Elegant lines, excellent details, variegated choice of materials and surfaces
of fillers in combination with a light aluminium construction create a
pleasing environment for work and living.
The OFFICE E92 partition wall system is of Slovene origin; the result of
development of the products of the company NOVAK E92 d.o.o. from
Ljutomer and with attested acoustic insulation and usefulness of nonbearing partition walls according to SIST EN 1991-1-1:2004.
The system is also suitable for clean rooms.
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Looks and features of
the OFFICE E92 partiton walls

A new way of life, work and contemporary designing

of office as well as living spaces dictates the need for easier systems
of built-in aesthetic and functional partition walls, with the help of
which you can easily and in no time divide individual bigger spaces
into smaller ones.
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The used materials (aluminium, glass, wood, decorative compact plates,...)
ensure durability and require no special maintenance from the user.
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It is a form of easy light weight construction, precedent in the production
of ready-made products, which does not leave any construction wastes at
the mounting site. That is how we additionally make sure, that we do not
burden our environment.
The system has integrated canals for hidden electrical installations,
which can be installed vertically and horizontally or within the profiles of
the construction of the wall and installation canals for the realization of
electrical connections of the office, in the height of the parapet.
The inside coating of the wall can be different from the one on the outside.
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You can choose the thickness of the walls; 10 cm or 12 cm, independent
from your choice of filler. Both decisively effect the final acoustic insulation
of the partition wall.
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The lines are straight and form an aesthetic look.
The fields that we place horizontally or vertically can be up to 100 cm wide.
The raster is adjusted, according to height and width, to the desired look
and the actual on site measurements. The height of the wall is optional, up
to 300 cm and the height of the door up to 280 cm.
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The walls can be adjusted to uneven floors and ceilings +/-3 mm.
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The bearing construction is made of aluminium, as are the profiles, which
are coloured according to RAL or anodized.
Easy mounting and dismantling. When dismantling, the elements do not
get damaged (there is no screwdriving or any kind of deformation), so
there is no difference in looks or functionality in case of dismantlement
and anew mounting.
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Installations can be mounted into the walls.
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If mineral wool Knauf Isolation DP-8 of the thickness 50 mm is installed
into the wall, the wall reaches an acoustic insulation of up to Rw = 48 dB,
which is also clear from the attests of the Slovenian National Building and
Civil Engineering Institute.
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The OFFICE E92 partition walls are also available in fireproof edition, with
fire resistance ADS 80 FR 30.
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WOOD line - full partition walls
GLASS line - partition walls made of glass,
COMBI line - partition walls which are partially made of glass
(a combination of glass and several fillers),
FIREPROOF line - fireproof partition walls and
CLEAN line - partition walls for clean rooms.
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We offer several varieties of partition walls:
gotova tla
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The fillers, next to wooden plates, can also be:

WOOD line
- OFFICE E92 partition walls with fillers

•

The most often used filler is wood or a laminated particle plate. By choosing
the heading of the wood wickers you can optically heighten or broaden
the existing office space.
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ALU panel (according to the colour scale), along the entire height
of the wall and door, or in combination with glass surfaces and a
panel as a parapet;
decorative compact plate (of different decors - colours, structures,
wood imitations, photo prints,...) and similar.
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The fillers are finished with painted or anodised aluminium profiles, which
prevent damage to the edges of the fillers.
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The system offers a solution for closing computer cabinets, video
surveillance stations or computer networks, which only need occasional
access and the installation of which we want to be hidden from the eyes
of visitors.
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Wooden doors in the frame of the system are carried out with a laminated
particle plate, coated with different decors, at users’ choice. The door is
equipped with high quality hinges, usually made from anodized aluminium
and depending on the purpose of use it is possible to build a floor sealant
in the door wing (floor closure).
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The juncture of the partition wall with the floor, the partition wall with
a classic wall and the partition wall with the ceiling is carried out with
a systematic solution, that is with special aluminium profiles, which are
intended for this purpose. The system also enables a blockade above a
lowered ceiling.
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The horizontal and vertical connection between fillers is an uniform 7 mm
crack, which is filled with a foamy rubber profile of black colour.
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GLASS line
- OFFICE E92 glass partition walls
A system of transparent walls and a synonym for a different
way of viewing partitioning of indoor spaces.
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Glass surfaces can be clear, etched or partially etched.
You can choose between regular FLOAT glass, laminated safety glass or
VSG glass and isolative glass in different colours or structures.
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Big glass walls of the OFFICE E92 system offer translucence and light, which
can essentially increase the clarity in the room and at the same time offer
good acoustic insulation depending on the chosen type of glass. With the
use of the OFFICE E92 partition walls system, you create an aesthetic work
environment.
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The glass doors are made from an aluminium frame in the colour of the
aluminium construction of the partition walls with laminated safety glass,
or without a frame with tempered safety glass of 10 to 12 mm thickness,
depending on the size of the door wing.
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The glass fields can be divided horizontally or vertically with overlight or
without. They are connected with a 7 mm crack, filled with a foamy black
rubber profile.
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The system enables the mounting of shades, which are placed between
the glass and are regulated by hand. As a filler you can choose a special
isolative glass filled with liquid cristals, which enable individual veiling of
spaces without the use of shades, curtains or silkscreen glass.
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The doors can be hinged or sliding doors, clear or etched.
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The essence of the OFFICE E92 partition wall system is that the basic
construction is the same, independent of the filler choice.
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The partition wall system also ensures unified looks of the facility with
passages – as a one-sided cover - in spots, where the partition wall meets
the existing constructional walls.

For partitioning or rearranging modern working spaces we most often use
a combination of glass and filled surfaces or fillers with horizontal and/or
vertical division of rasters, with overlight or withour.
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COMBI line
- OFFICE E92 combining partition walls
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You can pick an edition with two different sides, with one decor on one
side and another on the other side of the filler.
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It is not necessary that the fields of the partition walls should end with
a connection to the ceiling. They can be carried out as selfsupporting
walls and to a desirable lower height, with division to fields accross the
width according to the static calculations. In this case the partition wall, if
necessary, is fixed to the ceiling with special carrying columns.

The appearance of combined partition walls can be further more variegated
by choosing figured silkscreen on glass fields.
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The OFFICE E92 partition wall system offers the possibility of setting up
offices according to the oceanic type.
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The fields which are executed with clear glass can be used as additional
advertisement space, and because it is a mounting and disassembling
system, you can occasionally replace the ad which you are displaying
within the wall.
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To ensure a unified appearance of the facility also in places - mounting
at boundary places of fire and smoke sectors - where, according to the
fire elaboratom of the individual building, fire resistant elements of fire
resistance EI 30 are required, we also offer OFFICE partition walls with fire
resistance ADS80FR30.

FIREPROOF line
- OFFICE E92 fireproof partition walls
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The basis of the non-supporting fire resistant partition walls OFFICE E92
ADS80FR30 is the aluminium fire system Schüco ADS 80 FR 30.

The OFFICE E92 partition wall system also offers the
possibility of choosing aluminium partition walls, which
have fire resistance ADS 80 FR 30.
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The OFFICE E92 ADS80FR30 partition walls are an after-treatment of the
Schüco ADS 80 FR 30 system in the field of lateral light and overlight as
well as non-supporting glass walls with an additional decorative filler,
which can be glass or a compact plate.
For the OFFICE E92 ADS 80 FR 30 partition wall system all technical
descriptions, limitations, composition, mounting, building in and use of
the product applies as it is written in STS-09/0078 and the valid issue of
the order catalogue Schüco Brandschutz Bestellkatalog AWS/ADS 28196609/2007, Schüco Brandschutz Fertigungskatalog 281967-09/2007 and the
technical description of the system Schüco ADS 80 FR 30 (July 2008).
The fillers of the OFFICE E92 partition walls do not necessarily have to be
in rectangular shape.
They can be carried out obliquely, or with angular cut-outs and fitted to
the architecture of every individual building (incline of the ceiling, etc.)
and its mechanical installation (air ducts, etc.).
The system has corresponding Slovenian certificates.
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The module can be made of :
• a compact plate,
• an aluminium panel,
• a kerrock antibacterial plate, etc..

The system enables high-quality and easy to implement wall coverings,
ceilings, installation of windows, doors and installation of electrical outlets
as well as connections for technical gases.

The joints between the walls and between the walls and the floor are
executed smoothly, semicircular, which enables easy maintenance and
cleaning.

The OFFICE E92 partition wall system offers easy
assembly - dissasembly of the partition walls of different thicknesses; 100,
125, 150, 200 or 250 mm - depending on the desired dead space for
the execution of electrical and mechanical installations. To create clean
walls on the existing wall we offer a modular assembling-disassembling
(removable) system of 50 mm thickness.
Into the modules we can insert assembling-disassembling (removable)
windows or produce simple a module from glass.

The joints between the modules are tightened with elastic antibacterial
silicon mass and are smooth and levelled with the wall covering.

Wall modules are up to 1200 mm wide and up to 3000 mm high or according
to special requirements of the client.

The Clean Line system is also available as class A fire resistant.
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The Clean Line system is useful for partition walls which are either
both-sided, as a wall between two clean spaces, as well as for one-sided
walls of clean spaces, which, on the other side, has the looks and functions
of a normal partition wall.
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The OFFICE E92 CLEAN system is suitable everywhere where controlled
cleanliness conditions are required (in production of pharmaceutics,
in manufacturing of food products, production of elements of high
technology (microelectronics) and in hospitals, operating rooms, intense
care spaces...).
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An integral part of the Clean line system are also the doors, the filler of
which is the same as the filler of the wall module. We are able to mount a
window into the door, as well as an automatic lock. We can also ensure air
tightness.
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CLEAN line
- OFFICE E92 partition walls for clean rooms
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The ceiling modules are produced in standard formats of 600 x 1200 mm
or in formats depending on the requirements of the client. They offer an
easy installation of lights, tripods, laminar flow,... .
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Acoustic insulation
of OFFICE E92 partition walls
The system offers the user a great variety of implementation possibilities
depending on use or acoustic insulation requirements. You can choose
between:
•
•

walls with acoustic insulation up to Rw=48dB
walls with built-in doors with acoustic insulation up to Rw=41dB

The final acoustic insulation depends on the choice of the filler. You can
choose between the following fillers:
GLASS: single 8 mm FLOAT glass; single VSG 4+4 mm glass - single acoustic
VSG glass - two-sided single 8 mm FLOAT glass - two-sided single 4+4 mm
VSG glass - two-sided single acoustic VSG glass,... .
WOODEN FILLERS and DECORATIVE COMPACT PLATES: single filler d=18
do 19 mm - two-sided single filler d=18 do 19 mm - two-sided single filler
in acoustic edition,... .
The basis for the calculation of acoustic insulation are the tests carried out
at the laboratory for acoustics at the Slovenian National Building and Civil
Engineering Institute, according to the standard SIST EN ISO 140-3/97.

Technical approval for the OFFICE E92 partition wall system was gained
according to SIST EN 1991-1-1:2004 for IV. category of functional
usability and structural collapse according to the procedure of the
European guideline ETAG 003.
This is the highest category of usability, in accordance with which the
partition walls can be used in schools, hospitals, public spaces, etc. (ETAG
003 chapter 2.3.).
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Design: SUNY ideje Photo: FMT - Miloš Todorović & SUNY - Tatjana Novak

Technical approval (STS)
for OFFICE E92 non-supporting partition walls
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Your representative:

NOVAK E92 d.o.o.
Ul. V. prekomorske brigade št. 11
SI-9240 Ljutomer
Slovenija (EU)
T : +386 (0)2 584 14 16
F: +386 (0)2 584 14 15
E: novake92@siol.net

